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MESSAGE
to our friends
Welcome to the 2009-2010 season. The talented
students and extraordinary faculty of the Lynn
University Conservatory of Music take this
opportunity to share with you the beautiful world
of music. Through your presence and generosity
you, the patrons, continue to pave the road to the
artistic success of our young musicians.
This community engagement is in keeping with
the Conservatory of Music's mission: to provide
high-quality professional performance education
for gifted young musicians, and to set a superior
standard for music performance worldwide.
This season's program explores a broad variety of
musical offerings designed to enrich your artistic
spirit and nourish your soul.
As the conservatory expands and excels, your
ongoing support, sponsorship and direct contributions ensure our place among the premier
conservatories of the world.
Please join us for a magnificent season of great
music.

Jon Robertson
Dean

MESSAGE
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DEAN
Jon Robertson
Maestro Jon Robertson enjoys a distinguished career as a pianist, conductor
and academician. He was awarded full
scholarship six consecutive years to The
Juilliard School of Music, earning a
Bachelor of Music, Master of Music and
Doctor of Musical Arts degree in piano
performance as a student of Beveridge
Webster.

Thayer Conservatory of Music at
Atlantic Union College in Massachusetts.
He became conductor and music directo r of the Kristiansand Symp hony
Orchestra in Norway in 1979, a post he
held until 1987. Maestro Robertson has
been the conductor and music director
of the Redlands Symphony Orchestra in
California since 1982.

H e has also studied choral conducting
with Abraham Kaplan at Juilliard and
orchestral conducting with Maestro
Herbert Blomstedt, music director,
Gewandhaus
Orchestra,
Leipzig,
Germany.

As guest conductor, Maestro Rob ertson
has conducted orchestras such as the
San Francisco Symphony at Stern
Grove and in Davies Hall and the
Beijing Central Philharmonic in China.
He is a regular guest conductor of the
Cairo Symphony Orchestra in Egypt
and was the principal guest conductor
of the Armenian Philharmonic
Orchestra in Yerevan from 1995-98. He
has also conducted the Bratislava
Chamber Orchestra; at Pianofest
Austria at Bad Aussee; and most recently in South Africa, at the University of
Stellenbosch International Festival.

After completing a master's degree at
Juilliard, he was appointed chair of the
music department at Oakwood College
in Huntsville, Ala. In 1970, Robertson
returned to Juilliard as a Ford
Foundation Scholar to complete his
Doctor of Musical Arts.
In 1972, Robertson became chair of the
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CONDUCTOR
Albert-George Schram
A native of the Netherlands, AlbertGeorge Schram is resident conductor of
the Columbus Symphony Orchestra in
Ohio and resident conductor of the
Nashville Symphony in Tennessee. He
is also a frequent guest conductor at the
Charlotte Symphony Orchestra in
North Carolina and Tucson Symphony
Orchestra in Arizona.
He was the resident conductor of the
former Florida Philharmonic, concurrently serving as music director and conductor of the Lubbock Symphony
Orchestra from 1994-2000. During his
tenure, the orchestra blossomed into
the premier arts organization in West
Texas. From 1990 to 1996, Schram
served as resident conductor of the
Louisville Symphony Orchestra. Three
of the orchestra's subscription series
enjoyed exceptional growth under his
artistic guidance.
Schram's foreign conducting engagements have included the KBS
Symphony Orchestra (live, televised
concerts ), the Taegu Symphony

Orchestra in Korea, and the Orchester
der Allgemeinen Musikgesellschaft
Luzern in Switzerland. He has made
return appearances to his native
Holland to conduct the Netherlands
Radio Orchestra and the Netherlands
Broadcast Orchestra.
In the United States, his guest conducting appearances have included the symphony orchestras in Dallas, Tucson,
Oklahoma City, Spokane, Dayton,
Shreveport and San Antonio, as well as
Ballet Metropolitan and the Akron
University Opera.
Schram's studies have been largely in
the European tradition under the tutelage of Franco Ferrara, Rafael Kubelik,
Abraham Kaplan and Neeme Jarvi. He
has studied at the Conservatory of the
Hague in the Netherlands, the universities of Calgary and Victoria, and the
University of Washington, where he
received the Doctor of Musical Arts in
conducting.

CONDUCTOR
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PROGRAM
Saturday, Oct. 24, 2009

I Sunday, Oct. 25, 2009

Five Pieces for Orchestra, op. 16 (1949 version)
Arnold Schoenberg
Vorgefuhle (Premonitions)
Vergangenes (Yesteryears)
Sommermorgen an einem See (Summer Morning by a Lake)
Farben (Colors)
Peripetie (Peripetia)
Das obligate Rez itativ (The Obligatory Recitative)
Symphony No. 38 in D Major, K 504 ("Prague")
Adagio
Andante
Presto

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart

INTERMISSION

Symphony No. 5 in B-flat Major, op. 100
Andante
Allegro marcato
Adagio
Allegro giocoso
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PROGRAM

Sergei Prokofiev

PROGRAM NOTES
by Barbara Barry, head of musicology

Arnold Schoenberg (1874-1951)
Five Pieces for Orchestra, op. 16 (1949 version)
There is an ongoing debate about art as the
mirror to life - whether music, in particular music without words, can reflect personal anxieties, depict external nature or mirror
the structure of society. It might do any of
these - or none, since music is not tied to
specific images or words in the way that
painting or literature is. Nevertheless, the
end of the 19th century and early years of
the 20th century was a period of political
instability in much of Europe in the years
leading up to the First World War; a time
when new, more strident political parties
were on the rise and the older values of stable communities were crumbling, confronted by conflicts between generations
and societal tensions.
It is understandable that the discordance in
social relationships entered musical language, in part because of external tensions
but even more because the familiar,
ordered musical system of major and minor
keys (tonality) had been stretched by
Wagner and other late 19th century composers - to the point, Schoenberg felt, that
a new direction was virtually impelled by
composers looking to contribute meaningfully to contemporary music. Just after the
tum of the century, Schoenberg made an
important decision in his second string
quartet - not just for his own works, but
for the future of music in the 20th century.

He abandoned tonality and its identifying
key signature of the key and instead his
music became ungrounded, more dissonant, atonal (the word used "in opposition
to" or "negating" tonality).
Schoenberg's atonal period, which includes
the Five Pieces for Orchestral, op. 16,
began about 1904 and lasted until the outbreak of the First World War. In this critical
decade, together with Alban Berg and
Anton Webern, the other members of the
so-called "Second Viennese School,"
Schoenberg explored open-ended forms
and more dissonant, Expressionist harmonies. His vision turned inwards. Rather
than representing the world's external
nature, he traced the contours and anxiety
of inner nature - the disturbed human psyche beneath the surface of our lives that
Freud had revealed in "The Interpretation
of Dreams."
The Five Pieces for Orchestra were written
from May to August 1909, a highly productive year. The composer Oliver Neighbor
says of them that they are "in some sense
bypassing the machinery of artistic tradition in order to reach deeper levels of experience." Those ''bypassed" areas are meter,
where there is a recognizable, regular down
beat, replaced by insistent rhythmic
phrases, split between different instru-
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ments; melody, which is broken into
short motifs; and a distinction between
consonance and dissonance, now replaced
by dissonant language that intensifies
and reduces its tension level.
The first piece, Premonitions, opens with
insistent, anxiety-ridden fragments, short
trills and harsh sonorities. At the center of
the movement, a heavy timpani thud leads
into two crescendos, the second stronger
and more dissonant, which in him leads
back into the insistent fragments with
which the movement opened. The second
piece, Yesteryears, is a slower movement,
with a haunting horn line taken over by the
clarinet. It has a slower tempo and harmonic rate (rate of chord change) that
allows the melodic lines to emerge out of

the haze of the texture. The third piece,
Colors, is one of Schoenberg's most innovative experiments in sonority and stasis. A
single chord in the orchestra (color used as
strucrure) is the basis of the whole movement, where individual notes enter and
disappear like lights blinking on a dark
night. The fourth piece, Peripeteia, is the
companion to No.1. Its broken texture and
isolated individual phrases lead into a sudden outburst of sound, with the discontinuity and explosive violence of a dream.
The last piece, the Obligatory Recitative, is a
free-form, with individual motifs appearing and disappearing in an atonal, impasto
sound world. The phrases briefly coalesce
onto a string forte, but die away into an
ambiguous silence.

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart ( 17S6-1 791)
Symphony No. 38 in D Major, K. 504 ("Prague")
Prague was the second most important
city in the Austro-Hungarian Empire
after the capital, Vienna, a music-loving
city which embraced Mozart's music with
sustained warmth and enthusiasm.
Mozart had gone to Prague by invitation
from Pasquale Bondini, director of the
Nostitz Theater to conduct his opera The
Marriage of Figaro which had been briefly - successful in Vienna, although
it had been bitterly opposed by the hostile
lobby of Italian composers. In Prague,
though, "Figaro" was a huge success, and
Mozart's "Prague" symphony was written
in December 1786 shortly after the opera
and the C major piano concerto, K. 503,
the last of the great series of concertos
from 1782-86. As usual, Mozart was
caught up in a whirlwind of musical
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events, conducting "Figaro," improvising
piano variations on Figaro's celebrated
Act 1 aria "Non piu andrai" and writing
the "Prague" symphony.
The main fast allegro of the first movement that follows the impressive introduction confirms the alternation of two
different characters. Unexpectedly, the
allegro opens quietly, with a figure in the
middle strings that subtly curves away
from the main key, only for the winds and
brass to answer with a "forte" defined figure as ifFigaro had popped out of a closet. The momentum from this forte entry
builds up until the arrival of the quieter,
more lyrical second subject, but it is the
character of crisp energy that predominates in the movement. Mozart's superb
skill in combining different musical ideas

is evident in the development, at the center of the first movement, where three
separate themes are pitted against each
other in a musical "discussion" that never
loses its clarity or the identity of the
themes. In the last main section of the
movement, the recapitulation, Mozart
reworks some of the opening ideas so that
the second subject returns in tonic key,
and the movement ends with the full
orchestra in a grand closing section.
The slow movement opens with one of
Mozart's most gracious melodic phrases
which curl into a gentle chromatic spiral
as if the Countess from The Marriage of
Figaro was looking at us from her dressing
table. Melodic contoured phrases predominate in the movement, but it is not
devoid of drama or pathos: the develop-

ment turns towards minor keys and there
is a "forte" outburst before the gracious
serenity of the opening returns. The exuberant side of the work returns in the
finale, faster, lighter and more fleet-footed than in the first movement. An upbeat
opening figure in the first violins with syncopated extension gives the character to
the whole movement, that it will be play
in all the senses of the word, playful with
wrong-footed appearances, answers to
phrases in instruments we did not expect,
the material tossed from one group to
another and lyrical phrases alternating
with rhythmically precise, articulated figures. The whirlwind of activity that often
swirled around Mozart in life is mirrored
in the "Prague" symphony, but organized
by a master's touch.

Sergei Prokofiev ( 1891-19 53)
Symphony No. 5 in B-flat Major, op. 100
The fifth symphony was written in 1944, at
the height of World War II. It was a fairly
late work in Prokofiev's life and was composed 14 years after his fourth symphony.
Prokofiev was a highly talented pianist
and conductor as well as composer, and
had utilized all his talents in moving first
to the United States and then to Paris,
where he composed for the famous
Diaghilev ballet. Although successful in
both countries, Prokofiev was very homesick for Russian language and culture and
in 1933 he returned to Russia, when Stalin
had entrenched his power over the USSR
In the years after his return, Prokofiev
wrote film music and two of his most
famous ballet scores, Romeo and Juliet
(1936) and Cinderella ( 1944).

The fifth symphony was written in a
month, using material that Prokofiev had
sketched over the past seven years. He
composed it at a government-sponsored
retreat for Soviet composers called the
House of Creative Work and the USSR
State Symphony Orchestra premiered the
work at the Moscow Conservatory, with
Prokofiev conducting. It was wellreceived and has stayed in the repertory.
The first movement, Andante, involves
the opposition of two distinct musical
characters: the movement opens with a
bassoon solo punctuated by brass with
dotted figure interjecting, then the first
character - the lyrical strings - appear,
leading to their "opponent," the main
brass strongly dotted figure, which is a

NOTES
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variant of the opening bassoon line. The
action of the first movement is the opposition of these characters and the way that
the brass figure comes to dominate the
movement. The middle section of the
movement is an extension of this opposition, initiated by the lyrical strings. They
are confronted and then overwhelmed by
the brass, but at the end of the section
momentum decreases. In the recapitulation, the opposition again intensifies in a
strong, dissonant dialogue. The coda culminates with the dominant brass figure,
powerfully underscored by percussion in
an emphatic crescendo.
The second movement, Allegro marcato,
is in the key ofD minor and is a fast, dupletime - a scooty scherzo - movement
with offbeat figures set against Prokofiev's
characteristic "chugging" background in
such movements (another famous example is the Classical symphony) . It is in an
arch form: the scherzo material is followed
by a slower, more wailing section which
has close kin to the scene in the puppetmaster's tent in Stravinsky's Petrushka.
This in tum gives way to a fast, triple-time
dance almost Spanish in its rhythmic
verve, followed by the slower segment
which leads into the fast return of the
scherzo.
The third movement, Adagio in the dominant F major key, opens quietly, hesitat-
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NOTES

ingly, as if we were observing the young
Juliet from Prokofiev's ballet Romeo and
Juliet (this image is not so fanciful because
the movement contains material originally
sketched for the Romeo and Juliet ballet).
The more insistent presence of the brass
from the first movement returns to the
slow movement. Here its character is
more subtly affected by the lyrical character of the slow movement, although there
are moments of outburst as if the surface
cracks.
In the final section, high strings sustain an
ethereal layer of sound against which individual wood wind lines question one
another, but the texture gradually dissolves into a clarinet line that momentarily sustains, then vanishes into silence.
After a combined cello introduction, the
fourth movement is one of Prokofiev's
fleet-footed movements, highly precise
rhythmically where a regular internal pulse
is played off by sharply defined orchestral
figures, tossed from one instrument to
another. In a brilliantly scored coda, with a
rich array of percussion, the momentum
builds up - not without a hint of menace when all of a sudden, without warning, the
music breaks off, confronting us with its
abrupt surprise ending.

PROGRAM
Saturday, Nov. 14, 2009

I Sunday, Nov. 15, 2009

Overture to Euryanthe,]. 29 l

Carl Maria von Weber

Piano Concerto No. 4 in G Major, op. 58

Ludwig van Beethoven

Allegro moderato
Andante con moto
Rondo (Vivace)

Yang Shen, piano

INTERMISSION

Symphony No. 1 in C Minor, op. 68
Un poco sostenuto
Andante sostenuto
Un poco Allegretto e grazioso
Adagio
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Johannes Brahms

Yang

SHEN

Considered as one of the most outstanding pianists of her generation, Yang Shen
has given performances in North America,
Europe, and Asia to critical accolades.
Her performances are described as "most
sensitive" with "beautiful tone which
enables her exceptional poetic e)qiression in her personal and original
way ... with her fertile imagination and
her great emotional capacity, audiences
are thoroughly captivated and convinced
by her deep profound musicality."

Variations " (Fla.) , Minnesota Public
Radio and China's national television
and radio stations. Shen has also
appeared at the world's most celebrated
music festivals, including the Aspen
Music Festival, Pianofest m the
Hamptons and the Music Academy of
the West in Santa Barbara. As a chamber
musician, she has collaborated with
members of the New York Philharmonic,
the Philadelphia Orchestra, and the
Minnesota Orchestra.

Shen has performed at such esteemed
venues as the Clarice Smith Performing
Arts Center ( College Park, Md.) 1
Seymour Center (Sydney, Australia),
Great Hall (Leeds, United Kingdom )
and the Tel Aviv Museum of Arts.

Shen holds the Doctor of Musical Arts
and Master of Music degrees from the
University of Southern California, where
she studied with the renowned pedagogue John Perry. Prior to moving to
California, Shen received a Bachelor of
Music degree summa cum laude from the
Lynn University Conservatory of Music.
Other prominent pianists she has worked
with include Ivan Davis, Philippe
Entremont, Philip Evans, Philip Fowke,
Jerome Lowenthal, Robert McDonald,
Paul Schenly, Nelita True andArie Vardi.

She has been awarded top prizes in The
National Society of Arts and Letters
Piano Competition, Josef Hoffman
International Piano Competition, Los
Angeles Liszt Piano Competition and
Carmel International Music Competition.
Most recently, Shen has given performances in Fort Worth, Tempe, Salt Lake
City, Sioux City and Minneapolis. Her
performances have been broadcast on
ABC Classics (Australia ), the Israel
Cultural Channel, WXEL's "Classical

Shen is on the piano faculty of the Lynn
Conservatory of Music and its
Preparatory School of Music.

SHEf\j
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PROGRAM NOTES
by Barbara Barry, head of musicology

Carl Maria von Weber ( 1786 -1826)
Overture to Euryanthe,J. 291
Weber was born in Eutek near Lubeck in
1786 into a musical family, and his father,
a Kapellmeister, was determined that the
young boy should be a virtuoso. Despite
fragile health - the young Weber suffered
from a hip deformation - his youth was
spent on tour, his father determined that
he should become a virtuoso like Mozart,
whose v.>ife Constanza, was a cousin of
the Webers.
Before his tragically early death from
consumption in 1826 at only 40, he had
produced a wealth of songs, piano music,
orchestral works and concertos for clarinet and piano, shov.>ing the technical
brilliance and orchestral color characteristic of early Romantic music.
Mendelssohn, Chopin and Liszt were all
influenced by Weber, while Weber's gift
for orchestral color was recognized by
Berlioz in his "'treatise on Orchestration."
Weber's particular contribution, though,
was to German opera. He obtained positions at Prague and Dresden, where he
became Kapellmeister for German opera,
but despite his enormous talent, Weber
was frequently involved in political
intrigue at court, and led an irregular life
with some disreputable acquaintances
incurring debts and also supported his
father. His operas Der Freischiitz ( 1821 ),

18

Euryanthe ( 1823) and Oberon ( 1926),
were strongly characterized by melodies
v.>ith the influence of German folksong,
and based on stories containing the combat of good and evil based on German folk
legends, and the influence of the supernatural which frequently appeared in
Romantic works. These works were very
popular from their early performances
and the overtures have remained in the
repertory as concert pieces.
With a libretto by Wilhelmina Christiane
von Chezy, Eurya nthe was first performed
at the Kartnerthor Theater in Vienna in
October 1823. It is a story based on a
Romantic view of chivalry in the Middle
Ages, and the overture, like the overture
for Mozart's opera Don Giovanni, was
written last. Weber instructed the curtain
to be raised during the overture to reveal
the vault where the action will take place,
although these directions are not always
followed in performances. The overture
begins v.>ith an opening flourish- an
answering pair of phrases that leads into a
strongly outgoing, energetic section
splendidly scored for full orchestra which
leads to a softer, lyrical interlude for
strings. The opening allegro section
returns and ends in an extended pause,
out of which emerges a passage of inward
reflection. This is followed by a fugetto for

strings (derived from the word chase, the
term means a kind of fugue, only less fully
worked out and which conveys the character of the string lines chasing each
other). The end of the fugetto leads back

in tum to the opening material and the
flourish from the beginning of the overture, which concludes the overture in
grand style.

Ludwig van Beethoven ( 1770-182 7)
Piano Concerto No. 4 in G Major, op. 58
Dedicated to his noble pupil and patron,
the Archduke Rudolph, the fourth piano
concerto is what Beethoven scholar Lewis
Lockwood has called "in every respect a
masterpiece". Written in 1805-06, near
the beginning of Beethoven's astonishing
output of great works in symphony,
sonata, string quartet and concerto in his
middle period, it was premiered in a legendary benefit concert for Beethoven,
with him playing the solo part, on Dec. 22,
1808 in a program that also included the
first performances of the fifth and sixth
symphonies.
The third, fourth and fifth piano concertos
were all composed in the middle period,
and while the third in C Minor relates in
key and character to the powerful conflict
if the fifth symphony, and the fifth, in
expansive nobility and key, to the "Eroica"
symphony, the fourth is unique- quieter,
more lyrical and more inward than any
other concerto. Its distinctive character is
evident from the beginning: the piano
starts alone, quietly, with a meditative
phrase that is answered even more softly
by the orchestra. Not only is it unusual for
the piano to start a concerto (Mozart had
done so in his piano concerto in E flat, K.
2 71) but Beethoven's distinctive, lyrical

opening provides the character for the
whole movement, if not the entire work.
The essence of the movement is dialogue,
not conflict, nor does Beethoven explore
brilliant effects, but the entire writing for
the piano unfolds lightly written layers of
texture that explore the range of the
instrument and a sensitive interplay with
the orchestra that requires the highest
level of musical expressivity. Beethoven
indicates this reflective quality by the term
"do lee" (sweetly) used several times in the
movement, and although there are places
of rich expansiveness of sound, there are
more pages where he writes 'p' and 'pp'
(soft and very soft) than in any other concerto. The intimate quality of chamber
music infuses the character of the concerto
in this work.
The second movement is one of
Beethoven's most original conceptions,
and wisely, he never tried to duplicate it.
Liszt called it "Orpheus and the Furies,"
referring to the famous story of Orpheus
who journeyed to the gates of hell to
recover his beloved wife Eurydice and is
barred by the Furies, who are the
guardians of the gates. Playing his lyre, he
draws on the powers of music to persuade
the Furies to allow him to enter. In an
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instrumental version of an operatic recitative, the movement is at first a polarized
opposition between the strings, 'forte',
with strong dotted figures playing all
together, and the soft, gentle response by
the piano. At first, as in the Orpheus story,
the loud strings maintain their hostile
opposition, but gradually, instead of their
angry isolation, they respond to the
piano in short, softer phrases, and gradually are integrated with the piano in one
of the most expressive and unique of
Beethoven's slow movements.
The rondo finale, while starting softly like
the first movement, brings in the rondo
theme in the "wrong key" (C major) and

has to be "corrected" to the work's home
keyofG major, an example of Beethoven's
sense of humor, not in a robust way as in
the 8th symphony, but more gently, as if
teasing us that he, and we, have got it
wrong and need to straighten the theme
out.. First of all the orchestra begins, then
as the piano enters, it does exactly the
same thing in the wrong key that "corrects" to G major, but in a slightly more
decorated version. While the finale provides more opportunities for the piano to
"speak out" by playing broken chord figuration across several octaves, especially in
transition sections, it never loses sight of
its main rondo theme for long.

Johannes Brahms (1833-1897)
Symphony No. 1 in C Minor, op. 68
The great age of the symphony is illustrious and surprisingly brief. In less than a
hundred and fifty years, from about 1766
to 1910 - essentially from Haydn to
Mahler - the symphony became the
most important large-scale orchestral
form. Haydn, "the father of the symphony," wrote 104 works and Mozart composed 41 in a short working life also
crammed full of operas, concertos, chamber music and Church works. But with
Beethoven the numbers start to tell a new
story: his nine symphonies were larger
and longer than any written before, so
much so that Beethoven put a new stamp
of originality on the symphony that challenged later composers of the 19th century to follow Beethoven's legacy - especially Beethoven's groundbreaking works

20

the "Eroica" (No. 3), the fifth and the
ninth (the "Choral") .
Brahms felt the weight of this legacy to
write a substantial symphony, and
although he started his first symphony as
early as 1862, he was highly self-critical
and rather than release a work that did
not meet his exacting standards ( and
anxiety about being compared to
Beethoven ), he either destroyed his
sketches or diverted the work into another genre. The first piano concerto in D
minor began life this way, planned as a
symphony, and in its final form it remains
one of the most orchestral of all piano
concertos. Brahms' evident anxiety about
writing a symphony was compounded by
a review by Schumann in the " eue

Zeitschrift fur Musilz," identifying Brahms
as the next great German composer.
Brahms completed the first of his four
symphonies in 1876 and it was quickly
followed by the second in less than a year.
It shows his homage to Beethoven in two
ways - using the key of C minor in the
first movement and C major in the finale
- the same key scheme Beethoven had
used in his famous fifth symphony - and
the broad-based main theme in Brahms's
finale is closely modeled on the "Ode to
Joy" theme in Beethoven's ninth symphony, so closely that Brahms said testily,
"Any ass can hear that! " But despite the
references to Beethoven, the work is
Brahms's own, in the large-scale orchestration in the outer movements, his fondness for lower strings and clarinets, his
characteristic rhythmic patterns of two
against three and the long lines of

melodies. The inner movements, unlike
Beethoven's dynamic scherzos, have the
character of the intermezzo - movements
of melodic appeal and charm, less heavily
scored than the outer movements, while
the finale, unfolding from two broadbased themes, shows Brahms's command
of symphonic structure. The first symphony established Brahms's reputation as
the major, serious large-scale symphonic
composer after Beethoven. At a time, in
the last third of the 19th century, when
orchestral music was following the new
path of tone poems, with their freer forms
and more chromatic musical language,
Brahms's first symphony was a demonstration of his commitment to continuing
symphonic form, the first of his four
works in the genre that are a central part
of the symphonic repertory.

NOTES
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Seventh Annual Family Concert

Presented and sponsored by Bank of America
Lynn University Ph il harmonia Orchestra
Albert-George Schram , music di rector and conductor

Dec. 13, 2009 at 3 p.m.
Boca Raton Resort & Club
Great Hall
501 East Camino Real

Tickets: $25
University Ticket Office : 56 1-237-9000

A ll proceeds benefit the
Friends of the Conservatory
of Music scholarship fund.
Tickets are not tax-deductible.
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PROGRAM
Saturday, Dec. S, 2009

I Sunday, Dec. 6, 2009

Don Juan, TrV 156, op. 20
Concerto for Violin, Piano and Strings in D Minor

Richard Strauss
Felix Mendelssohn

Allegro
Adagio
Allegro molto

Mark Kaplan, violin
Yael Weiss, piano

INTERMISSION

Symphony No. 7 in A Major, op. 92
Poco sostenuto - vivace
Allegretto
Presto
Allegro con brio

Yael Weiss and Mark Kaplan appear by arrangement with
Jonathan Wentworth Associates, Ltd.
www.Jwentworth.com
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Ludwig van Beethoven

Mark

KAPLAN

Mark Kaplan has established himself as
one of the leading violinists of his generation. His consummate artistry has
resulted in engagements with nearly
every major American and European
orchestra, including the New York,
Berlin and Los Angeles Philharmonic
Orchestras,
the
Cleveland
and
Philadelphia Orchestras, the Chicago
and National Symphony Orchestras, and
the symphony orchestras of London,
Paris, Geneva, Barcelona and Budapest.
He has collaborated with many of the
world's foremost conductors, among
them Ormandy, Tennstedt, Maazel,
Masur, Dutoit, Bychkov, Comissiona,
Conlon, Foster, Gatti, Rattle, Robertson,
Salonen,
Semkov, Skrowaczewski,
Slatkin and Zinman; and has appeared
regularly at festivals such as Aspen,
Blossom, Chautauqua, Grant Park,
Ravinia, Saratoga and Wolf Trap.
In addition to his solo music-making, Mr.
Kaplan is also devoted to chamber music.
From 1982 to 2000, he performed and
recorded extensively with cellist Colin
Carr and the late pianist David Golub, as
the Golub-Kaplan-Carr Trio. Now,
together with pianist Yael Weiss and cellist Clancy Newman, Mr. Kaplan is continuing that distinguished tradition,
appearing as the Weiss-Kaplan-Newman

Trio with recordings and performances
world-wide.
Mr. Kaplan has a wide range of repertoire
currently available on compact disc
Recently
released
from
Koch
International Classics are concerti of
Berg and Stravinsky, the Lalo Symphonie
Espagnole and the Concierto Espagnol
of Joan Manen, all under the baton of
Lawrence Foster. Other recordings
include violin concerti of Bart6k,
Dohnanyi, Paganini, Wieniawski and
Viotti; Spanish Dances of Sarasate;
works with piano of Bart6k and
Schumann; the solo violin works of J.S.
Bach; and trios of Brahms, Debussy,
Dvorak,
Faure,
Mendelssohn,
Rachmaninov, Saint-Saens, Schubert,
Smetana and Tchaikowsky.
Since 2005, Mark Kaplan has been
Professor of Violin at Indiana
University's Jacobs School of Music, and
prior to that he served as Professor with
Distinction at UCLA. He is a graduate
of the Juilliard School, where he was a
student of Dorothy DeLay and recipient
of the Fritz Kreisle r Memorial
Scholarship. Mark Kaplan plays a violin
made by Antonio Stradivari in 1685,
known as the Marquis.
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Yael
Pianist Yael Weiss has been hailed by
many of today's greatest musicians and
critics for visionary interpretations of
surpassing depth, immediacy and communicative power. Following a recent
recital, the Washington Post portrayed
her as "a pianist who delves deeply and
tellingly into that cloudy area where fantasy morphs into improvisation."
Ms. Weiss has performed across the
United States, Europe, Japan, Korea and
South America at such venues as the
Kennedy Center, Carnegie Hall, Alice
Tully Hall and London's Wigmore Hall.
Her New York recital debut, presented
by the Metropolitan Museum, was
acclaimed by the New York Times as,
"remarkably powerful and intense ... fine
technique and musicianship in the service of an arresting array of music. " A frequent soloist with major orchestras, Ms.
Weiss has appeared with the Seattle
Symphony Orchestra, Chautauqua
Festival Orchestra, Prague Chamber
Orchestra,
J erusalem
Symphony
Orchestra, Israel Chamber Orchestra,
and the Brazil National Symphony,
among others.
Yael Weiss's discography encompasses
piano works by over a dozen composers,
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with two recent releases, "Robert
Schumann: Piano Works" and "88 Keys
to Joy", both on the Koch label.
Ms. Weiss is also devoted to chamber
music, and tours worldwide with her
piano trio, the Weiss-Kaplan-Newman
Trio with violinist Mark Kaplan and cellist Clancy Newman. Ms. Weiss is a regular favorite at international music fes tivals including the Marlboro, Ravinia,
City of London, Banff, Parry Sound,
Caramoor and Seattle Festivals.
Ms. Weiss has been honored with distinguished prizes from the 2002 Naumburg
International Piano Competition and the
Kosciusko Foundation Chopin Piano
Competition, and has been a recipient of
the Presser Award as well as grants fro m
the America-Israel Cultural Foundation.
She has presented masterclasses for universities throughout the US and Europe,
and currently serves on the faculty of the
Indiana University School of Music. She
studied with Richard Goode and Edward
Aldwell at the Mannes College of Music
and with Leon Fleisher at the Peabody
Conservatory. Yael Weiss makes her home
in New York City and Bloomington.
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Richard Strauss (1864-1949)
Don Juan, TrV 156, op. 20
Richard Strauss was to become one of
the most celebrate_d, and controversial
composers of the late 19th century, as
well as one of its most famous conductors. The year 1885 was to be a turning
point in Strauss' life. He had been learning conducting from the great conductor
H ans von Biilow. Then, with von
Biilow's sudden resignation as director of
the Meiningen Orchestra, Strauss, only
21, took over conducting, preparing the
orchestra for the first performance of
Brahms' Fourth Symphony, which the
composer conducted.
In the same year, Strauss became increasingly fascinated by Wagner and by the
music of Franz Liszt, who had essentially
evolved the tone poem or symphonic
poem. The tone poem was program
music-an orchestral work with a much
looser-knit, episodic structure that
depicted the characters, moods and
events in a story. Tone poems emerged
out of two apparently contradictory
trends. One was the Romantic interest in
"picturing" in painting and novels, creating strongly drawn characters like
Heathcliffe in Wuthering Heights or
images of moonlight and ruined castles
in Walter Scott's Gothic novels. The
other trend was music as the highest of
the arts. Its legendary power to convey

emotion was harnessed to the description of characters or events in the tone
poem, and it was a potent combination.
Strauss adopted the dictum, "New ideas
must seek new forms," which was a lodestone towards musical topics and philosophical ideas that supported the "new
music of the future. "
His reputation as conductor on the rise,
Strauss moved to Weimar, where his
tone poem Don Juan ( 1888-89) put him
firmly on the map as a leading composer
of the new generation. As well as conducting extensively, Strauss' major tone
poems-Tod und Verklii rung, Till
Eulenspiegel, Ein Heldenleben and Also
Sprach Zarathustra -were all written by
1898, very much the works of late
Romanticism and the products of a highly charged if not hectic imagination, putting Strauss' name on the map as a composer oflavish and flamboyant works.
Richard Strauss is one of the most vivid
and theatrical orchestrators of the late
19th century. Using the idea of musical
narrative, that the music follows the
events, personalities and moods of the
story rather than abstract instrumental
forms like sonata form or rondo form,
Strauss' music is by turn theatrical,
humorous and bombastic. In the tone
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poems, Strauss implemented Liszt's idea
of motivic transformation - a musical
idea, often representing a person in the
tone poems, returning in different guises
as the work unfolds; different tempo,
rhythmic shape or orchestral timbre, but
always recognizable.

Don Juan was written in 1888-89 and was
premiered in November 1889 by the
Grand Ducal Court Orchestra at
Weimar, and its success contributed to
Strauss' international reputation as a
composer. It was inspired by a poem by
the Hungarian poet Nikolaus Lenau, in
which Don Juan searches for the ideal
woman. When he cannot find her after
various attempts at seduction, he drops
his sword in a duel and dies. Don Juan
accordingly consists of several "mood
pictures." From an initial flourish with
timpani, the bravura opening material,
fully scored with brilliant dotted figures
in the brass underscored by percussion,
characterizes the energetic personality of

the Don. The second of these sections is
a more restrained lyrical passage, richly
orchestrated and building, in a succession of crescendos that is reminiscent of
Wagner, to a short dramatic bridge related to the opening. The middle of the
movement is introduced by harps and is
the lyrical center of the piece. The
melody carried by the horns and passed
to flute and clarinets and then to the
strings, shows Strauss' finely tuned
orchestra palette as well as his skill in
scoring for full orchestra.
The final section is a return of the roistering, flamboyant opening with Don Juan's
theme strongly proclaimed in the brass
against surging strings. But at the end of
the work, instead of a grand, histrionic
finale, momentum is pulled back (perhaps the moment when Don Juan drops
his sword in the poem) into a dour,
tolling melody with fragmented string
trills. Sound dies away into silence.

Felix Mendelssohn (1809 -1847)
Concerto for Violin, Piano and Strings in D Minor
There are two remarkable musical talents
beginning with "M" -Mozart and
Mendelssohn-and two by the name of
Franz, Franz Schubert and Franz Liszt.
There is a story about the young Liszt, who
had gone to play and show his compositions to Salieri. After listening to the young
prodigy, the elderly composer is reported
to have said, "Ah yes, but you should have
seen what the other Franz could do ... "
Mendelssohn as a young boy had also
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gone to see another famous mentor, the
poet Goethe, who was very impressed with
his talent and demeanor. Like Mozart,
Mendelssohn's extraordinary talent for
piano and composition was recognized
early. The grandson of philosopher Moses
Mendelssohn, he grew up in a home that
was both cultured and wealthy, giving him
maximum opportunity to develop his gifts.
The violin and piano concerto, a fully
worked-out composition in scale and
material, was written in 1823 when
Mendelssohn was only 14.

The concerto is in the usual three movements-allegro, adagio, allegro molto but Mendelssohn takes on a special challenge of having two solo instruments of
different families and capabilities. The
violin is essentially a medium- and highrange melodic instrumenti the piano is
both a melodic and harmonic instrument
with a large range and more powerful
tone. Mendelssohn solves this problem
by using the piano in several roles: as
individual soloist, as accompanist to the
violist and alternating the solo material
between them.
The first movement begins with an
urgent first theme presented by the
orchestra, first soft then "forte " with
string runs. D minor has special associations as a key of drama and urgency, most
famously used by Mozart in his D minor
Piano Concerto, K. 466, a work famous
and admired by many composers, and
the key that Mendelssohn would later
use for one of his greatest chamber music
works, the trio for piano, violin and cello.
It is possible that perhaps unconsciously,
Mendelssohn retained the interplay and
sonority of this work when he came to
write the trio. The second theme of the
first movement in the orchestral exposition is a beautifully shaped melody in the
strings with answering phrases, turning
back to the urgent activity of the opening.
When the soloists enter, there is a presentational flourish for the piano answered
by the violin, leading to a combined passage based on the first subject, which
sounds almost like a part of a violin and
piano sonata in the middle of a concerto
first movement. This leads via more
developed passage work to a suspended

bridge into the second subject. The violin leads with this finely contoured second subject melody supported by a broken chord accompaniment in the piano.
The development is an extraordinary
free-ranging fantasy for the two soloists,
the piano having dramatic tremolando
figures, the violin melody soaring above
the intense piano writing, Mendelssohn
capitalizing in particular on the dramatic
capability of the piano, ranging right
across the instrument. The recapitulation re-introduces th e first subject opening of the movement, and again the
soloists halt the action for a strong flourish that leads into more active interaction
that builds in momentum. The lyrical
second subject returns in D minor,
touching a consolatory F major, but
bringing out the melancholy aspect of
the theme. This leads into a closing section of forward-driving energy, bringing
the movement to an exciting close.
The adagio opens with a contemplative
melody in the orchestra that defines the
inward, lyrical character and mood of the
slow movement. Like the first movement, each soloist provides an individual
commentary on the opening melody, the
piano alone th en accompanying the violin, the passage extended into a long
melodic reflection in both instruments in
winding curves of melody. This sounds
like a written-out improvisation which
ultimately re turns to the beautifully
shaped opening in the orchestra. In the
third movement, almost a gypsy rondo,
Mendelssohn's high energy writing gives
the actio n to the piano and violin in a
movement of tremendous character,
variety and vitality.
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An accomplished work for a composer of
any age, the concerto for violin and piano
is astonishing for a boy of 14.

Ludwig van Beethoven ( 1770-1827)
Symphony No. 7 inAMajor, op. 92
Beethoven's middle period works mark a
decisive change in music's direction,
scope and stamp of individuality. While
evidence of innovation can be traced in
the first period piano sonatas and the op.
18 string quartets, it can be seen definitively in his third symphony, the
"Eroica," written in 1803. In contrast to
the lucid texture, precise shaping and
clarity of Mozart's music which can be
described as defining the Age of
Enlightenment, Beethoven's h as the
rhythmic drive, large-scale scope and
individual stamp of the Age of
Revolutions. The "Eroica" marks the first
substantial work of Beethoven's middle
period (which includes the symphonies
from the third to the eighth), and
emerged with the composer suffering and
confronting a major crisis-his deafness.
While the fifth symphony has long been
the favorite of poetic interpretations of
"fate knocking at the door" and
Beethoven's personal conflict worked
out in the taut orchestral opposition in
the first movement and the C major resolution in the finale, the seventh is considered by musicians and the music-loving public as one of Beethoven's most
magnificent works. Beethoven himself
described it as "a grand symphony in A
major (one of my most excellent works)"
in a le tter to the impresario Johann Peter
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Salomon to whom Beethoven w·as writing for help in finding a publisher for his
works in London. Being in a major key,
the seventh does not trace a tonal direction from minor to major as the fifth
does, but the celebrated allegretto second
movement is in A minor with two
episodes in A major, and each of the four
movements has a specific rhythmic pattern which is the core of the movement.
The opening introduction frames not
only the first movement but the whole
work. In its grandeur and spaciousness, it
outlines the main key relationships of the
work-a drop of a third from A major to
F major, F major being the key of the
scherzo, and also a secondary theme with
a dotted rhythm in C major. In the allegretto, after the first A major section, the
music turns to C major leading to the
striking "ff' half cadence, after which the
movement's main theme in A minor
returns, marvelously rescored with pizzicato strings.
Dotted rhythms, prefigured in the introduction, also characterize almost every
bar of the first movement just as syncopation provides the driving rhythmic force
for the finale, but as well as these superb
outer movements, the second movement
allegretto is one of Beethoven's most
original conceptions. In the tonic minor

of the work, it has almost no melodic line,
only a repeated note E which gradually
moves by step using a dactylic rhythmlong, short, short. The harmonic framework of the dactylic rhythm, though, provides the basis for one of Beethoven's
most expressive variation movements.
Set out in a five-part form, the A minor
refrains are contrasted by two inner A
major sections. The allegretto closes with
one of the most subtly scored endings in
the whole orchestral repertory. Like the
allegretto, the scherzo is also a five-part
form, but in this movement, the fall of

keys by a third, introduced in the introduction, appears in the tonal planning of
the scherzo. The dynamic presto scherzo
sections in F major alternate with quieter, slower sections scored for wind and
horns in D major, the key a third below F
major. The seventh symphony develops
from the rhythmic patterns and key planning of the introduction, so that, despite
four highly characterized movements, it
nevertheless has a powerful coherence
which carries through the work's
momentum and vitality.
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PROGRAM
Featuring winners of the annual Conservatory Concerto Competition

On Friday and Saturday, Oct. 16 and 17, 28 conservatory students performed in
the preliminary round of the competition. Ten musicians were then selected by
the jury as finalists.
The students you are hearing tonight are the winners of the 2009 Lynn
University Conservatory of Music Concerto Competition.
See insert for program details.
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PROGRAM
Saturday,Feb.20,2010 I Sunday,Feb.21,2010

Symphonette No. 2

Morton Gould

Moderately fast
Pavanne
Very fast-racy
Concerto for Oboe and Small Orchestra in D Major, TrV 292

Richard Strauss

Allegro moderato
Vivace
Allegro
Joseph Robinson, oboe

INTERMISSION

Symphony No. 9 in E-flat Major, op. 70

Allegro
Moderato
Presto
Largo
Allegretto
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Dmitri Shostakovich

Joseph

ROBINSON

Despite never attending a conservatory,
Joseph Robinson performed with distinction from June 1978 through
September 2005 as principal oboe and as
frequent soloist with the New York
Philharmonic. A student of Marcel
Tabuteau and John Mack, Joseph
Robinson simultaneously served for 27
years as Head of Oboe Studies at the
Manhattan School of Music, where in
2005 he received the Presidential Medal,
the school's highest award, for meritorious service. His former students occupy
many important positions in orchestras
and schools around the world. He was
appointed Distinguished Artist in
Residence-Oboe at Lynn University in
2008 .
Throughout his career Robinson has
been a member of the governing boards
of The Curtis Institute, Davidson
College, Union Theological Seminary,
Oberlin Conservatory, the Grand Teton
M usic Festival and Orchestral Seminar,
the Brevard Music Center and many others. In 1989 he proposed, planned and
arranged funding for the first two-week
residency in the history of the New York
Philharmonic, in Jackson Hole, Wyo.
For Union Theological Seminary he produced "Heroes of Conscience," a con-

cert/ documentary with Bill Moyers and
Christoph von Dohnanyi which won a
New York EMMY as "Outstanding
Performance Program of 1993."
A freque nt speaker as well as oboe performer and clinician, Robinson has published articles advocating increased support for school music training programs
("What I Learned in the Lenoir High
School Band" in The Wilson Qµarterly),
fundamentals of the interpretive art of
music (" Oboists Exhale Before Playing"
in the Instrumentalist), and orchestra
development ("Raising the Demand
Curve for Symphony Orchestras " in
Harmony). For the past four years he has
been Artist in Residence in the music
department of Duke University, and during the winter and spring terms of 2010
he will be Visiting Instructor of Oboe at
the University of North Carolina School
of the Arts.
Dividing residency now between
Blaine,Wash. and Durham, N.C.,
Robinson is married to violinist Mary
Kay, a former 17-year member of the
New Jersey Symphony Orchestra.

ROBINSON
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Morton Gould (1913 -1996)
Symphonette No.2
American composer Morton Gould
(1913-1996) was clear about his musical
priorities. Although a tale nted pianist
and conductor, and in fact was accepted
to Julliard at age eight, he said that "composing is my lifeblood."
A teenager during the Depression in the
'20s, Go uld made money playing the
piano in movie theaters, vaudeville and
ballet studios in N ew York. When Radio
City Music Hall opened in 1932, he
became a staff pianist, then at age 21 , in
1935, he joined the WORradio station in
New York. For the next eight years he
conducted, composed and arranged
music for WOR's weekly radio show
"Music for Today," reaching a wide audience through the classical and popular
programs. Gould's style integrated an
eclectic mix of jazz, clues, gospel, folk and
country and western. As well as orchest ral music, he wrote for Broadway
(Billion Dollar Baby ), ballet (Interplay,
Fall River ) and movies (Cinerama
Holiday, Windjammer). He was never an
elitist composer but appeared on both
television and radio, writing music for
the "World of Music" series.
The four symphonettes were short
orchestral works composed b etween
1933 and 1941, designed to fit a radio
format of a short time frame and written
in an accessible style for a wide audience.
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No. 2 was written in 1935. After the four
symphonettes he went on to write three
symphonies between 1942-48, and then,
after a gap of almost 30 years, a symphony of spirituals in 1976.
The style of the second symphonette is a
mixture of jazz and blues elements, using
wire brushes on drums, glissandi and jazz
harmonies . It has three movemen ts:
moderately fast, with vigor and bounce;
pavane; fast and racy. Rhythmic drive and
energy are the name of the game in the
upbeat first movement. In the spirit of
the American musical, almost as if set for
a chorus line, the opening sharp-cut dotted figure makes a crisp entry. In a strong
duple meter, the opening idea is tossed
between one group of instruments and
another. The sudden changes of dynamics and abrupt silences keep the listeners
on their toes. After a crescendo, the main
figure returns to bring the movement to a
fanfare-like close.
A pavane, an elegant, courtly dance in
medium-slow tempo, dates back to the
Renaissance. In modern music Ravel had
used the dance's character for Pavane for
a dead Infanta (Pavane pour une infante
defunte ). Gould's pavane starts with a
quiet, tick-tock background, as if we are
waiting for the main idea to appear. At
first he uses the tick-tock bassoon figure
with short string phrases inserted in it,

still in "piano." Gradually the background becomes louder, then strings take
over the background figure against a
more continuous cor anglais melody. In
this subtly graded movement, the quiet,
original tick-tock figure returns, and as if
the clock has finally wound down, ends
in silence. The third movement starts

with a bang that initiates a movement of
fast-paced drive. It is propelled fonvard
by skirling brass, sudden cracks on timpani, abrupt dynamic switches, with a
high energy dance sequence full of offbeat rhythms that drives to an exuberant
close.

Richard Strauss ( 1864- 1949)
Oboe Concerto in D Major, TrV 292
Richard Strauss had a long musical career
as conductor and composer spanning
nearly eight decades. Born in 1864, his
musical style started with the late
Romantic style of Brahms and Wagner
(he was also a distinguished conductor of
both composers' works) . Strauss lived
through the tumultuous changes in the
first decades of the 20th century,
although his later works were influenced
more by Neoclassicism than by either
atonality or serialism, the other important compositional directions in the first
half of the twentieth century. He lived
through both World Wars and died in
1949.
Strauss was fortunate in his musical background that his father was a superb horn
player. The family lived in Munich so that
as a young boy Strauss had the opportunity to hear major orchestral works by
Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven and Schubert.
His precocious musical talent was evident,
and he started composing early songs and
chamber music. An important part of his

development for orchestral music was
attending rehearsals and later joining an
amateur orchestra, the Wilde Gung'l, as a
violinist.
Leaving Munich for Berlin, he caught the
attention of the influential conductor
and pianist Hans von Biilow, and was
able to deputize for Biilow in conducting
Brahms' fourth symphony, which was
important in advancing his conducting
career. In the early years as a composer
he was also very involved in Brahms'
music and influenced by his style. His
reputation developed as a composer of
large-scale, often flamboyant tone
poems. Most of the famous ones, like Till
Eulenspiegel, Don Quixote and Also
Sprach Zarathustra, were written towards
the end of the 19th century.
Strauss traveled extensively in America,
conducting in many major cities, so like
Mahler, his busy conducting schedule
left him only the summers for extended
work on his compositions. His next
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major genre was opera, and he aroused
both support and antipathy for his sensational works Salome and Elektra.

An international celebrity by the 1920s,
Strauss moved to Vienna and continued
his active musical life. With the rise of the
Nazis, he was made president of the
Reichsmusikkammer in 1933. It is difficult to believe that he did not see this as
collaborating, or at least tacitly supporting, a corrupt regime, but various events
in his life indicate that Strauss was more
concerned about how political events
would affect his career than acting out of
ethical conviction.
The oboe concerto was inspired by
American oboist John de Lancie, principal oboist of the Philadelphia Orchestra,
who was part of a contingent of
American soldiers instructed to commandeer Strauss' house at Garmisch.
When de Lancie asked Strauss if he had
ever considered writing a work for oboe,
Strauss replied no, but that conversation
gave him the idea to write a piece for
oboe and orchestra. The work was written in 194S and the premiere given in
February 1946 in the Zurich Tonhalle,
conducted by Volkmar Andreae with
Marcel Saillet as soloist. In the first
movement the soloist is at the forefront
of the musical texture, but in a way that
shows the oboe's lyrical tone to maximum effect. The musical language is
essentially tonal-Strauss has effectively
bypassed all the dissonant experimentation of the first part of the 20th century,
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and opted for a style that has more kinship with the lyricism of the 1840s rather
than the l 940s.The medium-tempo
movement is essentially built on variations of the opening oboe motif-a sustained note followed by three eighthnotes, then opening out into a lyrical
flowering of the figure. There is a short
allegro section in the middle of the movement, but the opening lyrical motif
returns with exchanges with the orchestra and brings the movement to a quiet
close.
The slow movement draws a reflective
line for the oboe with sensitively scored
orchestral accompaniment. Beauty ofline
and tone are both understated and lyrical.
The opening expands into an orchestral
interlude which comments on the oboe
melody. When the oboe returns the line is
even more simplified, showing the instrument's poetic qualities especially its sustained lyrical line, with a perhaps unconscious reminiscence of the slow movement of Brahms' clarinet quintet. Between
the second and third movements is a
quasi-recitative and cadenza bridge. The
third movement is a perky, fast finale
where the orchestra for the first time takes
a more important role in interchanges
with the soloist. Towards the end of the
movement there is a solo cadenza, after
which the music resumes in a softly contoured 6/ 8 and the lyrical quality of the
first two movements returns, its charming
wistful quality continuing to the end of the
work.

Dmitri Shostakovich ( 1906-197 5)
Symphony No. 9 in E-flat Major, op. 70
Dmitri Shostakovich was one of the most
prolific, major Russian composers of the
20th century. His output included ballet
music, opera, film scores, piano music,
concertos and symphonies. It was his first
symphony, first performed in May 1925,
that blazoned Shostakovich's international reputation in addition to his popularity
at home.
During the 1920s, in the years between
the Russian Revolution of 1917 and
Stalin's repressive regime in the 1930s,
the cities of St. Petersburg and Moscow
were active centers for new music, painting and literature. Bartok included Russia
in a tour of European cities to play his
piano music and Berg's atonal music was
also performed including Berg's opera
Wozzeck, whose innovatory style and
subject of an oppressed soldier had a profound effect on Shostakovich.
After Stalin's seizure of power, Western
"dissident" elements were banned. A
rigid orthodoxy of conformism was introduced through the policy of Soviet
Socialist Realism. The union of Soviet
Socialist Composers became a Party
organ, opposed to "formalism," dissonance and jazz (as a dissident, corrupt
form of music) and supporting melody
and popular accessibility. Shostakovich's
opera Lady Macbeth of Mtensk which has

been playing to full houses for over 100
performances, was severely criticized by
the Party newspaper Pra vda in 1936. The
opera was immediately taken out of the
repertory, and Shostakovich felt so
threatened for his safety that he withdrew his fourth symphony. He described
the fifth symphony as "A Soviet Artist's
Practical Creative Response to Just
Criticism." Despite Shostakovich's "restitution" during the Khrushchev years in
the '50s, it took a long time for the shadow of intimidation to be removed.
Just as the number five has enormous
importance for symphonic composers, as
it was Beethoven's strong, groundbreaking minor key symphony (Mahler's fifth,
like Shostakovich\ were crucial in their
respective composers' output ) so the
number nine is just as significant, as it
was Beethoven's "Choral" symphony, his
last symphony and the final achievement
in his symphonic output. After the
Russians had been an important part of
the Allied victory over the Nazis in 1945,
there was a groundswell of expectation
that Shostakovich wo uld produce a
major work for his forthcoming ninth,
not least because he had announced previously that it would be about the greatness of the Russian people liberating
their land from their enemies, and would
be a large work with soloists and chorus.
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By April 1945, when the Second World
War ended, he had written most of the
first movement, but then abandoned it.
Perhaps he had bitter memories of the
criticism of the fourth and eighth symphonies and felt he could not continue in
this overblown celebratory style, or perhaps he had an intimation that the situation of deprivation for Russians during
the war, himself included, would not be
greatly changed afterwards and such a
work was a hollow gesture.
After three months, he went back to the
ninth which was composed quickly
between July 26 and August 30. It turned
out to be a very different kind of work,
without words or chorus, an instrumental symphony that was much lighter and
more ironic than expected, in a style that
Shostakovich had used in the 1920s. The
work had mixed reactions both in Russia
and abroad, that the work was "inappropriate" in tone-implying too light and
flippant-for the defeat of the country's
enemies.
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Despite the public expectation, the ninth
has very little to do with commemoration. Written in five movements, the
three fast movements (the first, third and
finale ) are all fleet of foot and satiric in
tone, the first movement using a cheeky,
irreverent piccolo, the presto scherzo
tossed off between a pair of clarinets in A
and the finale introduced by a snooty
bassoon. The last three movements are
continuous, and in the middle of these,
the fourth movement largo is weightier
in character, with a fortissimo trombone
and tuba chorale answered by a bassoon
recitative. After the chorale and recitative
repeat, the bassoon is accompanied by a
sustained, pianissimo string chords, as a
bridge into the finale, which the bassoon
also leads, but in quite a quite opposite,
cheeky and irreverent style. In a gesture
defiant of expectations, Shostakovich
demonstrated in his ninth that music is
not necessarily determined by the circumstances of life, and that this ironic
symphony makes a powerful statement
about independence.
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Saturday, April 10, 2010

J

Sunday, April 11, 2010

Friihlingsstimmen, op. 410 (Voices of Spring)
The Wand ofYouth (Music to a Child's Play), Suites 1and2

Johannes Strauss
Edward Elgar

Overture
Minuet (Old Style)
Sun Dance
Fairy Pipers
Fairies and Giants
March
The Little Bells (Scherzino)
Moths and Butterflies (Dance)
Fountain Dance
The Wild Bears

INTERMISSION

Symphony No. 1 in B-flat Major, op. 38 ("Spring")

Andante un poco maestoso-Allegro mo/to vivace
Larghetto
Scherzo-mo/to vivace
Allegro animato e grazioso
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by Barbara Barry, head of musicology

Johannes Strauss (1825-1899)
Friihlingsstimmen, op. 410 (Voices of Spring)
Johann Strauss the younger ( 1825-1899)
was a composer of waltzes and a maker of
magic. (It may have been fortuitous but it
is nevertheless significant that he died in
1899, just as Brahms died in 1897, before
the eruptions of the 20th century that
destroyed the stable world of upper- and
middle-class Vienna). He was the son of
the older composer and conductor of the
same name, and grew up in a family surrounded by music, especially the waltzes
and marches played by the Strauss
Orchestra. Although the father wanted
the younger Strauss and his brother Josef
to go into the security of a commercial
position, both decided to follow their
father's career and had a thorough training in composition, and also became
accomplished pianists.
After his father died in 1849, the younger
Strauss tried to gain favor with the young
Austrian emperor Franz Joseph, since the
most illustrious balls were at court and
therefore the commissions that would
make his reputation. The Liebes-Lieder

waltzes, op. 114, from 1952, began a
series of works, including polkas and
marches as well as waltzes that ensured
his fame, some of the most famous being
the Wienerwald, op. 325 and Wine,
Women and Song, op. 333. But if the Blue
Danube was the most famous, hard on its
heels was the charming Voices of Spring
(written in 1883 ), with its curving upbeat
and teasing melodic line with its graceful
falling appoggiaturas. If the visual images
of Vienna at its height of fame and culture in the 1880s were the splendor of the
Ringstrasse, the sumptuous balls and the
beautifully dressed men and women
walking in the famous Prader park or
drinking coffee at one of the elegant
cafes, then the aural image that corresponds to the visual one is the euphonious melody of Strauss waltzes. In Voices
of Spring thel6-bar main section of the
waltz is interspersed with interludes
before closing with the main melody, and
the work conjures up a leisured world of
elegance and entertainment.

Edward Elgar (1857-1934)
The Wand ofYouth Suites 1and2
If some composers, like Mozart, seem to
transcend their own time and place, others, like Mussorsky in Russia and Elgar in

England, are deeply rooted in their country. Elgar ( 1857-1934) was born into a
large family in the village of Lower
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Broadheath near Worcester. His father
was a piano tuner and music dealer, and
from his early years Elgar would take
music from his father's shop to study in
the countryside surrounding his home
village. The only one of the children to be
born in the country cottage of
Broadheath where the family lived before
moving to Worcester, Elgar was sent
back there for the holidays and he had
close empathy with the gently rolling
landscape of the nearby Malvern Hills,
saying that: "There is music in the air,
music all around us, the world is full of it
and you simply take as much as yo u
require." At ten he wrote music for a family play that would be the material he
would draw on four decades later for this
Wand of Youth suites.
Elgar learned his craft as a practical musician, playing violin in the orchestra of the
Worcester and Birmingham Festivals,
and also composed some of his early
choral works for the Three Choirs
Festival, which rotated between the
towns of Hereford, Gloucester and
Worcester. In 1884 he took his first job
outside his home town in Birmingham as
a violinist in W. C. Stockley's orchestra.
The same year travelled to London to
hear Richter conduct the third symphonies of Schumann and Brahms, and
two years, in 1886, later again came to
London to hear a concert of Liszt's music
with the composer present.
1886 was an important year for Elgar, as
Caroline Alice Roberts came to him for
piano lessons. The daughter of a MajorGeneral during the height of the British
Raj in India, Alice was interested in
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Elgar's evident intensity beneath his shy
manner. Her widowed mother was
against Alice having anything more than
a professional association with Elgar as
he came from "trade" as it was called in
class-ridden early 20th century England,
but despite her opposition they were
married three years later. Alice was to
provide the main support and encouragement for his work, as well as a bulwark
against the depression to which he was
prone due to the almost inevitable setbacks of the composer's life.
The Enigma Variations (1899) was a
turning point in Elgar's life and development, showing a new command of
orchestral color that would become part
of his writing in the oratorio The Dream
of Gerontius and the Cockaigne overture.
Like Enigma, the Wand of Youth suites
focused his orchestral writing, but they
also evoked some of his deepest memories from childhood. His adult life was
often far removed from his youthful
roots, so these works were a musical
recreation of that time, otherwise only
experienced in memory or dreams. Since
the suites were drawn from his earliest
writing, he called them op. la and lb
respectively, even thought they were
written and scored some forty years after
the initial music for the family play.
Unlike, Enigma, though, which is a work
of passion and intensity as well as an
expansive nobility, the Wand of Youth
suites have a freshness, lightness and
charm, as the earliest springs of a composer's imaginative experience handled
with all the orchestral skill of his maturity.

The first suite, dedicated to his friend C.
Lee Williams, was written in 1907 and
consists of seven sections: overture, serenade, minuet (old style), sun dance, fairy
pipers, slumber scene, fairies and giants. It
was first performed at the Queen's Hall in
London on Dec. 14, 1907 conducted by
Sir Henry Wood. The second suite, dedi-

cated to "HubertALeicester, Worcester,"
was written in 1908 with six sections:
march, the little bells ( scherzino ), moths
and butterflies (dance ), fo untain dance,
the tame bear and the ·wild bears. It was
first performed in Worcester as part of the
Three Choirs Festival on Sept. 9, 1908,
with Elgar conducting.

Robert Schumann (1810-1856)
Symphony No. 1 in B-flat Major, op. 38 ("Spring")
Schumann was perhaps the most critical
of the t rio of early Romantic composers
who Charles Rosen identified in his book
The Romantic Generation for our understanding of the period and not just our
appreciation of particular works in it.
Where Chopin concentrated on piano
music and Mendelssohn shared his rich
musical talent between composing,
piano performance and conducting,
Schumann not only wrote music in all
the major genres- solo piano music,
chamber music, concerto, symphony,
Lieder, choral music and oratorio-but
was one of the most sensitive critics of
the period. Like Berlioz, he gives us a
first-hand view of the musical events of
his time. He also provides insight into his
own musical thinking through his personas ofFlorestan and Eusebius, the contrasted dynamic and dreamy sides of
Romanticism through which he projects
his reviews. In Schumann's later writing
he speaks more plainly in his own voice.
It is notable in Schumann's output how
he concentrated on particular genres at
specific points in his life: piano music

( 1833-39), Lieder ( 1840) and symphonies ( 1841 ) . This focused exploration may be seen as a desire to master
all the important genres, while the turn
from Lieder to symphony, which may
have more than one motivation, may be
seen as addressing the most important
large-scale orchestral form in order to be
evaluated at the same level as other great
symphonic masters and not considered
as just a composer of small forms .
Perhaps the motivation also came from
Schumann's wife Clara, who wanted him
to write for the orchestra, with the view
that in this way he would acquire the
same public acclaim as Mendelssohn or
Liszt. (Later that year he combined
orchestral writing with the piano for her
in the work that would later be the first
movement of the A minor piano concerto). In four days and nights, from Jan. 23
to 26, 1841, Schumann completed the
continuity draft (the melody and bass
lines) of the first symphony. He orchestrated it in February and it was warmly
received at its first performance on
March 31 at the Gewandhaus with
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Mendelssohn conducting, in a concert
that Schumann counted as one of the
most important in his career. It is a splendid work, full of rhythmic verve and fire .
T he first movement has an impressive
introduction with a strong dotted
rhythm, as Schumann calls for "Andante
un poco Maestoso" (medium slow
tempo, a little majestic) . In the succeeding allegro, the first subject's dotted
rhythm is going to become the theme's
principal fea ture and that of the movement. It completely dominates the development, which starts with a surprising
drop in dynamics, but the dotted rhythm
emerges triumphantly in the recapitulation as the driving force of the movement.
Rhythmic interest also characterizes the
Larghetto by the use of sustained notes
over the barline which gives a flexibility
and expressive 'breathing' quality to the
slow movement and also by Schumann's
use of digressive lines-the melodic lines
rises while the bass falls, creating a musical space pulled out between the outer
lines, a space that Schumann invests with
varied scoring and accompanying figures.
Strongly characterized rhythm is also featured in the five-part scherzo (scherzo
with two trios). Interestingly, Schumann
uses the key ofD minor (the submediant
key) for this movement where the clearly
articulated rhythmic phrasing of the
scherzo of two two-bar units is undercut
in the answering four-bar unit by synco-
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pation. Schumann also starts the movement tonally off-center: we think we are
in G minor, only for the music to divert
and arrive at the movement's key of D
minor. Both trios, one in D major the
other in B-flat major, play off fas ter tempi
and one-in-a-bar momentum against the
defined rhythmic phrasing of the scherzo. The finale, in cut common time (two
in a bar) opens with an opening flourish
that, in a different context, recalls the
introduction to the firs t movement. It is
followed by one of Schumann's most
felicitous ideas, a fleet-footed eighthnote figure that gives lightness and
bouyancy to the whole finale. The second theme, related to the opening, is a
crisply articulated figure, "piano," scored
for oboes and bassoons with pizzicato
strings answered by a rising harmonic
minor scale, "forte," in the strings, and its
light, cleanly defined writing is reminiscent of the style of Me ndelssohn's
Midsummer Night's Dream. (Since
Mendelssohn was conducting the first
performance, the similarity may have
occurred to him too ).
Schumann's "Spring" symphony puts him
on the map of early Romantic symphonists
who bring new energy and direction to the
genre. In a letter to his friend Koszmaly,
Schumann wrote, "My works, I think, give
food for reflection." As well as reflection,
they provide richly satisfying experiences
for both performers and listeners.

About our

LYNN UNIVERSITY
Philharmonia Orchestra
The Lynn University Philharmonia
Orchestra sets the standard for conservatory-level symphonic training. Now
in its 17th season as a full symphony,
the Philharmonia continues to present
high-quality concerts with a wide range
of repertoire.
The Philharmonia is directed by AlbertGeorge Schram, who is also resident
conductor of the Columbus and
Nashville Symphonies.
The Philharmonia was first formed in
1991 as the Harid String Orchestra. It
became a full symphony orchestra in
1993. In 1999 Lynn University took
over the operations of the music division of the Harid Conservatory, form-

ing the Lynn University Conservatory
of Music.
As an integral part of the education of
the conservatory's graduate and undergraduate music students, the Philharmonia
offers superior training through the
preparation and performance of orchestral repertoire and a minimum of six
public performances per year. It has presented several new works throughout its
history, and has always been enthusiastically received by the public and the press.
M usic directors of the Philharmonia
have included Markand Thakar and
Arthur Weisberg and many guest conductors including Jon Robertson, David
Lockington, Zeev Dorman and Joseph
Silverstein, among others.

ABOUT THE ORCHESTRA
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SUPPORT
the Conservatory of Music
Serving as a center for the celebration of
music, education and cultural life in South
Florida, the Lynn University Conservatory
of Music offers South Florida residents
more than 70 performances each year by
the conservatory's students and acclaimed
guest- and faculty-artists. One of the leading
conservatories within a university
environment, the Conservatory of Music
admits a highly select group of gifted
musicians from around the world.
Competitive with the leading conservatories
in the country, the Lynn University
Conservatory of Music offers students
rigorous solo, chamber and orchestral
training.
BECOME A FRIEND

The Lynn University Friends of the
Conservatory of Music raises funds for
student scholarships, as well as immediate
needs such as student travel to competitions
and performances, and hosting visiting
conductors and guest artists.

In addition to enjoying outstanding music,
the Friends of the Conservatory of Music
have the pleasure of associating with others
who share their enthusiasm for the
conservatory and its mission. The Friends
present the annual Gingerbread Holiday
Concert and gather for two general
meetings and the annual tea where
conservatory faculty and students perform.
You may become a Friend by contributing to
the Friends of the Conservatory Endowed
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Scholarship or by directing your gift to
immediate needs. Because of your
support, students who study at Lynn
University have opportunities to
become noted performers, composers
and educators.
THE LEADERSHIP SOCIETY

employers match gifts for current and
retired employees, spouses of employees
or those who serve on their boards of
directors. Some companies also make
cash gifts for volunteer hours. Please
go to www.matchinggifts.com/ lynn to
see if your employer has a matching gift
program.

OF LYNN UNIVERSITY
ESTATE GIFTS

With an annual gift of $2,500 or more
during the fiscal year Quly 1 to June 30 ),
you are recognized as a Leadership
Society donor. This premiere annual
giving society honors donors who
appreciate the significant role leadership
gifts play in sustaining the excellence of
conservatory programs.
MATCHING GIFTS

You may be eligible to increase the
impact of your contribution through your
employer's matching gift program. Many

An estate gift provides for the

conservatory in perpetuity and may be
made as a gift of appreciated stock or
real estate, a charitable gift annuity, a
bequest or other planned gift.
For information on the Friends of
the Conservatory of Music,
The Leadership Society of Lynn
University, and/ or estate gifts, please
contact Lisa Miller, director of annual
programs, at 561-237-7745 or
lmiller@llynn.edu.
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DONORS

to the

Conse rvato ry of Music
July 1, 2008-June 30, 2009
Lynn University gratefully acknowledges the contributions of the following donors to
the Conservatory of Music.
SYMPHONY $2,500+
(LEADERSHIP SOCIETY LEVEL)

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Adler
Anonymous
Bank of America A
Boca West Country Club
Dr. and Mrs. James R. Cook
Mr.Joseph Eger
Dan and Harriet Freed Family Fund
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Gleckman
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert F. Kayne
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold H. Kossoff
Mr. and Mrs.JeffKruh
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur E. Landgren
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Lechner
Mrs. Christine E. Lynn
Mr. and Mrs. Paul B. Milhous
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Muir
National Endowment for the Arts
Northern Trust Bank
Palm Beach County Cultural Council
Mrs. Isabelle M. Paul
Mr. Myor Rosen
Dr. and Mrs. Arthur L. Roth
Mr. and Mrs.John Shuff
Mrs. Patricia Topple
Mrs. Elaine). Wold
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CONCERTO

$ 1,000-$2,499

Mr. and Mrs. Ronald G. Assaf
Mr. and Mrs. Roy 0. Barden
Mr. and Mrs. Ian Carmichael
Mrs. Elizabeth F. Cump ton
Mrs.Joseph Fowler
Mr. and Mrs. Nathan D. Froot
Mr.John). Gallo,Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Godin
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Goldberg
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Goldman
Dr. and Mrs. Arnold S. Goldstein
Mr. and Mrs. Richard N. Kull
Dr. and Mrs. David C. Lack
Ms. Mildred Lane
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Levy
Mr. and Mrs. Rene Males
Mrs. Beatrice C. Mayer
Mr. and Mrs. David Merson
Mrs. Marilyn Nelson
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Newman
Mr. and Mrs. Dale Oliver
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Paley
Dr. and Mrs. Leo F. Quinn
Mr. and Mrs. John T. Ray
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Roth
Mr. and Mrs. William E. Satterfield

Dr. Albert G. Schram
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Sheetz
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur I. Sherman
Mr. and Mrs. Todd Simmons
Ms. Carole Steinberg
Mr. and Mrs. Mark B. $willinger
Mrs. Patricia A. Thomas
Mrs.June M. Toppel
Mr. Raymond Warren
Mr. and Mrs. Christopher C. Wheeler
Mayor Susan and Mr. John Whelchel
Dr. and Mrs. Timothy A. Williams
SONATA

Mr. and Mrs. H erbert R. Levin
Mr. Gerard Loewenstein
Ms. Nancy Lynn
Janice V. Middlebrook
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Morgenstern
Drs. Errol and Patricia Reese
Dr. and Mrs. Jack Saleh
Mr. Aaron Sarfaty
Mr. and Mrs. Robert H. Scott
Ms. Barbara Shafer an d Mr. Maurice Grosby
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen I. Soble
Mrs.Joanne Studer
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Wynn

$500-$999

Mrs.Jan Amis Jessup
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice S. Bucksbaum
Ms. Charlotte B. Codo
Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. Elliott
Mr. Donald P. Emery
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Jacobson
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Kofsky
Mr. and Mrs. Philip G. Kupperman
Mrs. Iris Lerner
Mr. and Mrs. Jay I. Levine
Ms.Judith L. Nelson and
Mr. Daniel M. Varalli
Mrs. Susan Philbrick
Mr. and Mrs. Allan Rein, Esq.
Dr.Jon B. Robertson and
Dr. Florence Robertson
Mr. and Mrs. Peter S. Rosoff
Mr. Jonathan D. Sands
Mr. Bill Scaggs
Mr. and Mrs. William]. Scaggs
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick V. Simms
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Sneider
Dr. and Mrs. Robert E. Sonneborn
Ms. Margaret Stein
Mr. and Mrs. Gerard]. Theisen
BENEFACTOR $250

- $499

Ms. Cynthia Brown
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Coffey
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Fishkin
Mr. and Mrs. Barry Friedberg
Dr. and Mrs. Philip H arris
Mr. Kenneth Head

PATRON

$100- $249

Anonymous
Ms. Evangeline Adams
Mrs. Gerry Bald
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Becker
Mr. and Mrs. Adolph Bernard
Dr. and Mrs. Eldon H. Bernstein
Dr. Nettie Birnbach
Dr. and Mrs. Elliott Block
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Block
Broken Sound Women's Club
Mr. George S. Brown
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Buckin
Mr. and Mrs. Howard L. Chapman
Climate Control Services, Inc.
Mrs. Dorothy Cline and Mr. ]. Zel Lurie
Ms. Geraldine H . Cohen
Mr. William L. Corley Sr.
Ms. Sandra Covin
Mr. and Mrs. P. Rodney Cunningham
Ms. Merrill A. Deitrich
Ms. Mary Lu Dewitt
Mrs. Myra A. Dresser
Mrs. Shirley Duffield & Mr. Edward Claire
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Eaton
Ms. Alyce E. Erickson
Dr. and Mrs. Gerard Ferere
Ms. Mary F. Feurstein
Mr. and Mrs. David Fleisher
Mr. and Mrs. William D. Gellerman
Ms. Patricia A. Gerstadt
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Giffin
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Goldman
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Mr. and Mrs. Alan Gordon
Mr. and Mrs. Morton Grohman
Dr. and Mrs. Kermit Halperin
Mrs. Wilma Harris
Ms. Edythe Harrison
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Herlands
Dr. and Mrs. Gerry A. Hoffman
Mr. and Mrs. George Jaffee
Mr. David L.Joseph
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Juliano
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac L. Kaplan
Dr. and Mrs. Gerard Kass
Ms.Jacqueline Kates
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Katz
Ms. Sylvia Katzman and
Mr. Abraham Savitzky
Mr. Robert C. Keltie
Dr. and Mrs. Norton Klotz
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Kravitz
Mr. and Mrs. Carl A. Kuniholm
Ms. Lenore E. Lam
Dr. and Mrs. Samuel I. Levey
Mr. Robert and the late Phyllis Levinson
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard R. Lippman
Mr. and Mrs. G. Duncan Lott
Mr. and Mrs. David Lurie
Mrs. Diane Malakoff
Mrs. Linda Ann Melcer
Dr. Lisa A. Miller
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Molder
Ms. Rodica Morariu
Mr. and Mrs.Jerome N aftol
Mrs. Sara O 'Connell
Mr. and Mrs. Philip M. Oppenheim
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Page
Mr. Alfred Perlstein
Mr. and Mrs. Murray Pitkowsky
Ms. Sheila Pollack
Mr. and Mrs. Sherman A. Rinkel
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard E. Robin
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert A. Roiff
Mrs. Mildred R. Rosenberg
Ms. Doris Roth
Ms. Harriet Rubin
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Rutherford Esq.
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron S. Sabghir
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Mr. and Mrs. David Sachs
Dr. Virginia Salus
Ms. Amy Schneider
Mr. and Mrs. Milford Schneiderman
Mr. and Mrs. Harold S. Schwartz
Mr. and Mrs. David P. Segal
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Shabelman
Mr. and Mrs. Burton A. Shaker
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Silvers
Mr. C.R. Snyder
Mr. and Mrs. RolfR. Stein
Mr. and Mrs. S.D. Stein
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Stone
Mrs. Diane Starin and
Mr.Jerome Goldhuber
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Sullivan
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Teltser
Mrs. Edith Tobias
Dr. and Mrs.Jaime Wancier
Dr. and Mrs. Morris A. Weinberger
Ms. Beatrice Weiner
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Weinstein
Ms. Margaret H. Westervelt
Ms. Dorothea Wolf
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Wolf
Mrs. Ruth Woolfe
Mr. and Mrs. Alan Young
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley E. Zeller
FRIEND $50 - $99
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Ackerman
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Agar
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Alderman
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Alexander
Mrs. Helen Babione
Mr. and Mrs. Pierre R. Bayard
Mr. and Mrs. Murray Bender
Mrs. Adele Billig
Ms. Dolores]. Birch
Mr. and Mrs. Morton Bishop
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Blattstein
Ms. Rebecca Bontempo and
Mr. Richard Mersitz
Mr. and Mrs. Jay Braus
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin L. Brown
Mrs. Phyllis N. Buchsbaum

Dr. Claire T. Carney
Ms. Patricia Ciasulli
Ms. Ruth S. Cohan
Mrs. Gertrude C. Cooper
Mr. and Mrs. Steven Cutler
Mrs. Leila Dardick
Ms. Nancy F. Davis
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Dobkin
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Farber
Mrs. Shirley Feinberg
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Feld
Mrs. ormaJ. Feinsod
Ms. Adele Fitch
Ms. Barbara Flaxman
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Freedman
Dr. and Mrs. Philip A. Freedman
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Goldberg
Mr. and Mrs. George Goldman
Ms. Selma Goldrosen
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Goldsmith
Ms. Ethlyne Golub
Ms. Judy Greenberg
Mr. Leon Greenwald
Ms. Phyllis Greisdorf
Lord and Lady Simon Haskel
Ms. Elizabeth N.Jennings
Mrs.Jenny J otic
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Kaplan
Mrs. Anita Katz
Ms. Gloria M. Kelley
Mrs. Pat Kinnaird
Mr. Erich Kupferberg
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Lavine
Mr. and Mrs. Robert A. Levinson
Mr. Gordon H . Levy
Ms.Joanna Lipsk7
Mr. Milton Lipson
Ms. Carolyn Lubovsky
Mr. and Mrs.John McDonnell
Mrs. Ruth R. McGoldrick
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Merel
Mr. and Mrs.John T . Mielach
Mr. Harold Miller•
Ms. Charlene Newman
Ms. Phyllis ewman
Mr. William Niles
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Plotch

Ms. Minnie Rosenkrantz
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Rubens
Mr. and Mrs. Irving M. Saslaw
Ms.Joyce Schacter
Mr. William Shelley
Mrs. Adele Shinder
Mrs. Walter Shutt
oel and Susan Small
Mrs. Renee K. Snyder
Mr. and Mrs. Murray Spitzer
Ms. Nancy D. Stahller
Mr. and Mrs. Philip D. Stashin
Ms.June Stat
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Stone
Mr. and Mrs. Mark M. Stonecipher
Mr. and Mrs. Alexander Sussman
Mr. and Mrs. Kermit S. Sutton
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Taylor
Mrs. Alma R. Tobias
Ms. Nancy Toomey
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Tulgan
Mr. and Mrs. George R. Underhill
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Veloric
Mr. and Mrs. Myron]. \Vagmeister
Mr. Barry Weinberg
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Weiss
Ms. Rose \Vhinston
Mrs. Barbara vVickstein
Mr. and Mrs.John S. Winston
Mr. and Mrs. Irwin \Vishnow
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Zamojski
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Zimmerman
LIFE MEMBERS

Mr. and Mrs. Joel L. Altman
Mr. and Mrs. Roy 0. Barden
Nancy H. Bright, M.D.
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Coffey
Mrs. Elizabeth F. Cumpton
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Dickerman
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Dombrowsky
Mr. and Mrs. Solomon Ellman
Ms. Pearl Epstein
Ms. Alyce E. Erickson
Mrs.Joseph Fowler
Mrs. Barbara A. Fox
Mr. and Mrs. Nathan D. Froot
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Mr. and Mrs. Howard Gleckman
Dr. Catherine A. Gold
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Goldberg
Dr. and Mrs. Arnold S. Goldstein
Ms. Eleanor Goldstein
Mr. and Mrs. Louis B. Green
Ms. Shirley Green
Ms. Lynne Haberman
Ms.Judith Heyman and
Mr. Philip Lieberman
Mrs. Rita and the late John H obbs III
Ms. Sylvia Katzman and
Mr. Abraham Savitzky
Mr. and Mrs. H erbert F. Kayne
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold H. Kossoff
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Kozel
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur E. Landgren
Dr. and Mrs. Alexander Z. Lane
Ms. Mildred Lane
Mrs. Wendy U Larsen Esq.
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Lechner
Mr. and Mrs. Rene Males
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond H. Marks
Janice V. Middlebrook
Mr. and Mrs. Paul B. Milhous
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Muir
Ms.Judith L. Nelson and
Mr. Daniel M. Varalli

Ms.Jeanne F. Nolan
Mr. and Mrs. Dale Oliver
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Paley
Mrs. Isabelle M. Paul
Dr. Susan Resneck Pierce
Dr. and Mrs. Maurice Pollock
Mr. and Mrs. Shumway Poole
Mr. Alfred Rauchman and
Ms. Rhoda Morein
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Ravo
Dr. and Mrs. Robert Resnick
Mr. & Mrs. Lewis Roth
Mrs. Edith and the late Boris Rueger
Mr. and Mrs. William E. Satterfield
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Sheetz
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur I. Sherman
Mr. and Mrs. Todd Simmons
Mr. and Mrs. Mark B. Swillinger
Mr. and Mrs. Gerard J. T heisen
Mrs. Patricia Topple
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Truman
Mr. Hendrik Vietor
Ms. Margaret H. Westervelt
Mr. and Mrs. Christopher C. v\lheeler
Dr. and Mrs. Timothy A. Williams
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Zubasky

*D eceased
The option of life membership was discontinued starting with the 2008-09 fiscal year in an effort to
encourage annual gifts. We continue to appreciate the support shown by our life members and by
the life members who have continued to give on an annual basis.

Gifts listed were received from Ju ly 1, 2008 through June 30, 2009. This list was prepared by the Office
of Development and Alumni Affairs. Every effort was made to ensure the accuracy of th e listings. If you
have any comments, questions or corrections, please contact Lisa Millet~ director of annual programs,
at 561-237-7745.
This program is supported
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VIOLIN

Joe Adkins
Rafael Betancourt
Bianca Cortes
Adam Diderricht
Milena Ilieva
Gareth Johnson t
Seul-ALee'
Edgar Leite
Kelsey Lin
Valentin Mansurov'
Tiago Neto
Eri Park
Kaitlin Richardson"
Carl Schmid
Silvia Suarez"
Vasile Sult
XinouWei
Maryna Yermolenko
Eugeniya Zharzhavskaya
VIOLA

Alex Briscaru ct
Rebecca Diderrich t
Ioana Luca
Dawid Pajdzik
Sebastian Simek
Laura Sinclair
Joe Yrigoyen
CELLO

Ilie Curteanu
Joseph Goering
Jonah Kim t
LindaKim
Adriana Lombardi
Oksana Rusina
Aziz Sapaev +
DOUBLE BASS

Jeff Adkins
Katherine Algarra

Andrew Angelin
Hideki Sunaga t
Matthew Wayt

TROMBONE

Gentry Barolet
Rachel Britton
Alex Nisbet

FLUTE

Orlando Guerrero
Oderlyn Gutiez
Sabatino Scirri
Jessica Willis

BASS TROMBONE

OBOE

Julio Cruz
Zade Nahhas
William Rueckert

Steven Gellersen
Leonides Perez
TUBA

Kendra Hawley
Evelyn Sedlack
Nicholas Thompson
John Weisberg
CLARINET

Stojo Miserlioski
Mauricio Murcia
Ciprian Stancioi

PERCUSSION

Joel Biedrzycki
Joshua Colvin
Chris Tusa
Andrew Watkins

HARP
Kay Kemper

BASSOON

Eduardo Albuerme
Carlos F. Viii.a

PIANO

Seba Ali
FRENCH HORN

Erin Huang
Michael Kaiser-Cross
Mario Lopez
Cristina Rodriguez
Amr Selim
Dragana Simonovska
TRUMPET

AaronHeine
Jeffery Karlson
Nikola Nikolovski
David Stonecipher
Jaime Tyser
Alexander E. Wiener

t Co-Concertmaster
• Assistant Concertmaster
*'Co-Principal Second
Violin
t Principal
ct Co-Principal
+ Assistant Principal
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